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Project Links:
Due to issues with the gradescope submission interface, we’ve elected to link to our
personal portfolios and a google drive of our code from within our report.
Personal Portfolio Link: [INSERT LINK]
Git Hub Link: https://gitlab.oit.duke.edu/gjl13/ros_sensor_robot

Project Description
In this project, the team aimed to simulate a robot with an attached sensor in Gazebo.
The main goal of this project was to be able to work with a custom robot, a custom
workspace (by creating a world in Gazebo), and to use code in order to program robot
decision making. Using ROS, the team was able to program a robot to drive in a straight
line in order to examine objects created in a custom world using an RGB color sensor.
The robot is able to inspect 5 different objects in a custom world and classify each object
based on its color. Although the team intended to create and model a new custom robot,
joint kinematics did not behave ideally in simulation, and thus, the turtlebot3 - burger
style was used instead.
In order to integrate the sensor with our turtle robot, a workflow diagram was created.
This can be seen in Figure 1, below.

Figure 1: Logic Flowchart of components within the project.

Description of Individual Efforts:
● Color Sensor
● Initial Figuring out how to attach color sensor to urdf
● Import of urdf into package (MoveIt setup assistant)
● Color sensor classification (pull from raw image topic and publish to classification
topic)
● Visualizing color sensor output in RViz for debugging
● Figuring out how to get robot and world into same Gazebo workspace
● General Debugging
GIF of Robot:

Figure 2: PIC of robot’s motion in one of our 3 custom worlds

Figure 3: Terminal commands to initiate robot’s motion, and Text Output Response

Component Descriptions and Code Walkthrough

Primary coding of the team’s custom robot was done in Python, though significant URDF
modifications were made for camera attachments, and custom robot motion
Custom Robot URDF
The initial URDF file for the proposed custom robot defines seven links and six
joints. The robot has a rectangular body link, four cylinder links that serve as wheels, one
pole link that elevates the camera to the correct height, and one camera link. The whole
robot can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 4: Image of Successful but Immobile Custom Robot
The four wheel links are attached to the body by continuous joints, with the z axis
defined as their axis of rotation. The pole link is attached to the body via a fixed joint, and
the camera link is attached to the pole via a fixed joint.
The properties (collision, mesh, orientation, inertia, friction, etc) for each link are
defined either within the link tag itself or within a separate gazebo reference tag, as seen
in the code snippets below. The camera’s sensor properties are also defined within the
gazebo reference tag.

Figure 5: Robot Properties Code Snippet
The last part of the URDF file is the controller tags. For each wheel, there is a
transmission parameter defined so that the controller can connect to that wheel joint.
There is also a gazebo tag that allows the ROS controller to be used on the robot while it
is being simulated in Gazebo.
Turtle Bot URDF - Camera Additions
The turtle bot URDF we ended up using was not written by us, but we added a
small section of code for the camera sensor.
The camera link is defined after the other turtle bot code, and creates a small
cube. The camera views out of the positive x-axis aligned face of the cube. The camera
joint is defined as fixed, and a gazebo tag defines other necessary camera properties.
Color Sensing Camera Code
The code for color sensing is surprisingly simple. As can be seen in the
‘ObjectClassifier.py’ file, a “listener node” continuously reads the output of the 1x1 pixel
camera from Rviz. It takes this image file and uses the callback function to determine
publish the interpreted color String value of the image. The color is determined by
calculating which color value (R, G, or B) is the greatest. This is then published directly to
the “classifier” node which can be read by the turtlebot’s motion code, included in the
following section.

Figure 6: Color Sensing Camera Code Snippet
Robot Motion, Detection, and Text Output Code
The code controlling the robot’s motion is also relatively simple. In essence, the
robot just needs to have its velocity controlled, and to take pictures along the way. More
completely, the robot needs to know what type of object it is searching for (provided by a
user-given R, G, or B value), and then should output the locations (0, 1, and/or 2) where
that color object is found.
The most important section of code is highlighted below. It details the movement
function of the TurtleBot. Expecting 3 objects, the bot moves forward 3 times, each time
making an observation from the classifier and logging it in its colors array.

Figure 7: Robot Motion Code Snippet

Another very important part of this code is the displaying of results to the user. At
the end of the turtlebot’s motion, the display_results() function is called to interpret both
the user’s desired color, and the actual colors detected by the robot. These are
compared, and the system outputs the locations (0, 1, and/or 2) to specify the location of
any objects who detected colors match that of the user’s preference.

Figure 8: Text Output Display Code Snippet
Creating New Worlds
In order to create new worlds for our robot to interact in, manipulation of objects
was done directly in the Gazebo GUI. This was because positioning of the trees was set
in a straight row, very similar to how trees would be in specific places in an orchard. The
models were added to the world by importing through the GUI. Additionally, edits were
made to the environment by editing the .sdf files generated by Gazebo to make new
worlds. Four different worlds were created in order to test the validity of our robot in
different environments. An example for code that changes the visuals of our models is
shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9: Lighting Properties for Green Tree model

Human Integration
In a physical setting, the custom robot would be built and used in scenarios such as
identifying whether or not fruits are ripe based on their color. This would be helpful in
automating fruit harvesting, which is an extremely costly and time consuming task. If a
robot were to autonomously identify how many fruits are ripe in a row, picking would be
much more efficient. In order to interface with the robot, the operator would set a color
parameter to search for in the code prompt. This is based on RGB, so entering a
minimum RGB value (200, 0, 0 for red) would be sufficient. The robot would then be able
to drive back and forth, scanning the row.

To design for safety, the team chose a robot that is relatively short, with a wide base so
that the robot would not be able to tip over easily in terrains that are not uniformly flat.
Additionally, although human-robot safety was considered, because the robot is
designed to run autonomously, the team decided that only human initialization by
inputting color parameters and starting the robot would be sufficient in order to make
sure that the robot could perform under safe conditions. This would entail the human
stepping away from the robot after initializing, while the robot drives forwards and
backwards (never sideways). The predictable movements of the robot to drive in a
straight line and stop incrementally ensure that a trained human operator would not get
in the way of the robot workspace.

Challenges
While completing this month-long project, the team saw many different challenges. One
of the largest challenges faced was the integration of many different files using ROS.
Because four team members worked on entirely different parts of the project, tying all of
the components together proved very difficult. This took a lot of effort in order to
understand how each member completed different tasks, and resulted in a lot of
communication in order to make sure that parts of the project were able to be integrated
with each other. Weekly meeting times were dedicated to explaining how each member
was able to complete tasks, and to make sure that said tasks were able to be built upon
by other team members. Communication was extremely important, as is with working in
any team.

Future Work
If the team had more time on the project, future work would include more interaction with
the objects that the robot is able to sense. Ideally, more time would be spent doing
perception of objects, so that the robot would be able to recognize objects and scan on
its own, instead of following a pre-set path. This would allow for more freedom because
in the real world, objects are not always uniformly spaced. Additionally, the team had
conversations about adding an end effector to the robot in order to collect the objects,
(eg. for a fruit picker, this would be picking the fruits).

Takeaways
The team had a few important takeaways from this project, detailed below.
● Communication is important!

○ Because there are so many different components to this project, including
creating a world, creating a custom robot, and integrating a sensor to work
with both, tasks inevitably had to be split up. Making sure that all team
members were on the same page during this project was extremely
important, and open communication lines were helpful to achieve this goal.
● ROS has limitless potential
○ The team discovered many new things that could be done in ROS and
Gazebo, even as the project progressed. While our project was outlined at
the beginning, it was discovered that sensors could be created, physical
properties could be added, and nodes could be added to better integrate
the system. In the future, it would be fun to explore and experiment more
with each of these things. The team has even talked about extending this
project to experiment a bit more with end effectors and object interaction in
ROS.

